November 2023
Anders, Lou – All is Found: A Frozen Anthology
Brooks, Nick – Too Many Interesting Things Are Happening to Ethan Fairmont
Chisholm, Alastair – Kai and Boneshadow
Costa, Dela – Island Snow
Faruqi, Saadia – Dog’s Best Friend
Gibbs, Stuart – The Quest of Danger
Griswold, David – The Santa Files
Hunter, Erin – Thunder
Hunter, H. D. – The Nightmare Hour
LaCour, Nina – The Apartment House of Poppy Hill
Lane, Jeanette – Ash Climbs the Ranks
Lezotte, Ann Clare – Sail Me Away from Home
Lowe, Mari – The Dubious Pranks of Shaindy Goodman
Lubner, Susan – Drag and Rex: Forever Friends
Macx, Logan – Undercover
Mlynowski, Sarah – Time After Time
Oliver, Jamie – Billy and the Giant Adventure
Peterson, Andrew – A Ranger’s Guide to Glipwood Forest
Richards, Natalie D. – 15 Secrets to Survival
Roumani, Rhonda – Tagging Freedom
Rundberg, Johan – The Night Raven
Sands, Kevin – Champions of the Fox
Stevens, Robin – Death Sets Sail
Stilton, Geronimo – The Treasures of the Kingdom
Symes-Smith, Esme – Sir Callie and the Dragon’s Roost
Tarshis, Lauren – I Survived the Great Alaska Earthquake, 1964
Wilfrid, Karen – Just Lizzie

December 2023
Benedis-Grab, Daphne – I Will Find You
Cypress, Leah – The Last Rose
Dahl, Roald – Wonka
Davidson, Danica – Minecraft: The Outsider
De La Cruz, Melissa – The Missing Sword
DeCamillo, Kate – Mercy Watson Is Missing!
Harrison, Lisi – Two Truths and a Lion
Holub, Joan – Elpis the Hopeful
Hopper, Ada – A Little Snow Must Fall
Martin, Ann M. – Baby-Sitters Winter Vacation
Martin, Ann M. – Karen’s New Year
Miedoso, Andres – Time to Clown Around
Perkins, Lynne Rae – Violet and Jobie in the Wild
Rundberg, Johan – The Night Raven
West, Tracey – Legend of the Star Dragon

January 2024
Eliopoulos, Nick – The End of the Overworld!
Hiranandani, Veera – Amil and the After
Korman, Gordon – Slugfest
Mara, Maddy – Hanah the Thunder Dragon
Osborne, Mary Pope – Rhinos at Recess
Patterson, James – Million Dollar Mess
Prasad, Maya – Sejal Sinha Dives for Diamonds on Neptune
Stone, Rex – Flight of the Quetzalcoatlus
Yee, Lisa – A Royal Conundrum

February 2024
Gutman, Dan – Miss Nichol Is in a Pickle!
Hunter, Erin – Breakers of the Code
Keller, Tae – Off the Rails
Ponti, James – Mission Manhattan